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Young Women Lead



63% of pupils were “extremely uncomfortable”speaking to a
member of school staff about a sexual/intimacy issue. 
54% did not feel protected from sexual harassment in schools,
with 26% feeling “extremely vulnerable”.
49% were not confident an incident of sexual harassment
would be well handled by the school, with 51% believing their
school would be “ineffective”.

Young Women Lead
Report 2018

"We want a school environment where sexual
harassment does not take place."



70% of students felt they would benefit from a national
service such as a phone line or online support where they
could get advice about incidents of sexual harassment, but
not necessarily report them. 
73% of pupils said they would benefit from a “safe space” in
school. 
90% of pupils felt they would benefit from having a specially
trained, named contact in school to handle incidents of
sexual harassment.
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Staff felt (63%) students would benefit from a national phone
line/online support service and 96% felt pupils would benefit
from a safe space in school. 
84% of staff thought students would benefit from having a
specially trained named contact in school.
Teachers thought all staff should be properly trained to
handle issues around sexual harassment, rather than having
one trained member of staff. 
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A young women led campaign on healthy relationships where
to go for advice or support
Digital media campaign
Resources for school staff and parents on how they can best
support young people to have healthy relationships based on
consent and respect.  

Oor Fierce Girls Campaign
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Currently out of 1421 elected officials in Scotland there
are only 422 women and only 4 from minority ethnic

backgrounds making up only 0.28%. BAME women are
under-represented in all sectors of the labour market
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First parliamentary committee in the history of the
Scottish Parliament comprised of  BAME young women
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“To investigate what measures are being taken to
increase employment opportunities for women from

ethnic minorities including recruitment, retention and
development policies and practices”.
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 65.2% of respondents stated they felt discouraged at some
point by a career adviser or guidance teacher. 

 
“It was hard to relate to the career advisors at school

because they didn’t take into account or weren’t educated
enough on how being a minority will affect my career

aspects. They didn’t know or weren’t aware of any resources
that could be of help to me as a minority"
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 31.1% of our respondents received career guidance only once
a month and 28.4% receiving no guidance.  Respondents felt
that the career advice they received did not prepare them as

minority women entering the workforce. 
 

 "my careers service wasn't strong in high school, so I fear
that some people could miss out on knowing what is the

right path for them, what subjects they should take, which
might be a barrier, preventing them from going to university

and could delay their career options"
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 26.1% of students said they had no role models, with one
respondent noting that “most people who spoke to us
were white men”. Teachers also acknowledged the
importance of role models with 68% of our respondents
recognising that there were not enough role models for
BAME women.

 
 
 



Recommendations
Ensure that local authorities recruit BAME identifying individuals as career advisors
Ensure that local authorities invest in training and development for all career
advisors to ensure provision reflects the needs of young BAME women
Ensure that local authorities promote BAME identifying individuals to senior
positions in primary and secondary schools.
Create a sufficient career development programme which links BAME women to
resources where they can build a career pathway.
Increase the use of appropriate online resources to explore different career
pathways to supplement in person advice. These should be enhanced to improve
their accessibility and tailored resources should be created for young BAME
women
Acknowledge the importance of role models and create mentorship schemes for
young BAME women particularly in fields which are less likely to be pursued by
this demographic

 



Recommendations
Local authority career events and school fairs should be made more frequent and
accessible, and diverse panels should be brought into schools, with a range of
opportunities showcased for the benefit of BAME identifying students. Evidence
gathered indicated that typical routes that were encouraged included
medicine/healthcare, STEM, and law which align with stereotypes for BAME
communities but it is essential to make other routes, such as the arts and
humanities, equally accessible
Acknowledge the additional barrier of poverty which affects all students but can
disproportionately affect BAME communities’ experiences. Scottish Government
should fund BAME - lead organisations that deliver employability support
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